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A B S T R A C T   

Background: R2* relaxometry analysis combined with quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM), which has high 
sensitivity to iron deposition, can distinguish microstructural changes of the white matter (WM) and iron 
deposition, thereby providing a sensitive and biologically specific measure of the WM owing to the changes in 
myelin and its surrounding environment. This study aimed to explore the microstructural WM alterations 
associated with cognitive impairment in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) using R2* relaxometry analysis 
combined with QSM. 
Materials and methods: We enrolled 24 patients with PD and mild cognitive impairment (PD-MCI), 22 patients 
with PD and normal cognition (PD-CN), and 19 age- and sex-matched healthy controls (HC). All participants 
underwent Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and brain magnetic resonance imaging, including structural 
three-dimensional T1-weighted images and multiple spoiled gradient echo sequence (mGRE). The R2* and 
susceptibility maps were estimated from the multiple magnitude images of mGRE. The susceptibility maps were 
used for verifying iron deposition in the WM. The voxel-based R2* of the entire WM and its correlation with 
cognitive performance were analyzed. 
Results: In the voxel-based group comparisons, the R2* in the PD-MCI group was lower in some WM regions, 
including the corpus callosum, than R2* in the PD-CN and HC groups. The mean susceptibility values in almost 
all brain regions were negative and close-to-zero values, indicating no detectable paramagnetic iron deposition in 
the WM of all subjects. There was a significant positive correlation between R2* and MoCA in some regions of the 
WM, mainly the corpus callosum and left hemisphere. 
Conclusion: R2* relaxometry analysis for WM microstructural changes provided further biologic insights on 
demyelination and changes in the surrounding environment, supported by the QSM results demonstrating no 
iron existence. This analysis highlighted the potential for the early evaluation of cognitive decline in patients 
with PD.   

1. Introduction 

About 50% of patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) show dementia, 

even in the early disease stage (Muslimovic et al., 2005). A large number 
of patients with PD have a subtle cognitive decline, which is called PD 
with mild cognitive impairment (PD-MCI) and has a potential risk for 
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conversion to PD dementia. The severity of cognitive decline and onset 
of PD-MCI are widely known to vary considerably (Lanskey et al., 2018). 
The cognitive decline in PD is partly caused by changes in neurotrans-
mitters, such dopamine, acetylcholine, serotonin, and norepinephrine, 
which are essential for passing on information among neurons (Kehagia 
et al., 2010). Despite the clinical importance of PD-MCI, the neuro-
pathologic basis has not been fully understood. Accurate diagnosis of 
PD-MCI is clinically essential for a healthcare plan that would retard the 
progression of cognitive decline and for clarification of the underlying 
mechanism of disease development. 

White matter (WM) alteration is potentially sensitive to the early 
processes, such as degeneration of axon and myelin damage, in PD 
(Burke and O’Malley, 2013; Rektor et al., 2018) and may develop sec-
ondary to neural network disruption in neurotransmitters. Several 
studies on patients with PD reported that diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 
allowed identification of microstructural alterations in WM, with results 
that were linked with the cognitive deficits. (Agosta et al., 2014; Bledsoe 
et al., 2018; Guimarães et al., 2018; Hattori et al., 2012; Kamagata et al., 
2013; Kim et al., 2013; Zarkali et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2014). Although 
the reported presence and location of fractional anisotropy (FA) and 
mean diffusivity (MD) changes varied across studies, such WM alter-
ations included decrease in FA and/or increase in MD. However, these 
diffusion-based metrics are relatively more sensitive to the axon density, 
cell swelling, fiber structure, and axon radius (Beaulieu, 2009). DTI 
analysis is sensitive, but it has definite limitations for an accurate 
assessment of tissue microstructural status, because DTI exerts its above- 
mentioned effects as an indirect biomarker through water molecular 
diffusion. To overcome this problem, another WM-sensitive quantifica-
tion method that can verify the pathologic WM changes is needed. 

R2* relaxometry analysis has been utilized to evaluate iron deposi-
tion from multiple spoiled gradient echo sequence (mGRE) (Song et al., 
2008). Besides the estimation of iron deposition, R2* value is also sen-
sitive to the microstructural changes of the WM (Paling et al., 2012). The 
myelin water fraction using multicomponent R2* relaxometry analysis 
(Du et al., 2007) has been developed to directly quantify myelin and has 
attracted considerable attention as an in vivo imaging biomarker of 
myelin because its values were found to be reasonably correlated with 
histologic measurements (Laule et al., 2008). Even simple R2* relax-
ometry analysis may be reflective of the microstructural changes of the 
WM, including myelin loss in WM alteration. On the other hand, 
quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is an advanced quantitative 
technique that has high sensitivity to iron deposition. Therefore, R2* 
relaxometry analysis combined with QSM may distinguish microstruc-
tural changes and iron deposition, thereby providing a biologically 
specific measure of the WM and aiding in understanding the patholog-
ical changes of WM in PD-MCI. We hypothesized that decrease in R2* 
may be observed owing to demyelination followed by alterations in 
surrounding conditions, which are involved in WM alteration in patients 
with PD-MCI. 

To investigate the WM alterations associated with cognitive 
impairment in patients with PD, we performed voxel-based R2* relax-
ometry analysis in patients with PD-MCI, PD with normal cognition (PD- 
CN), and healthy controls (HC) and evaluated the relationship between 
R2* value and cognitive performance in patients with PD. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Participants 

This cross-sectional study on clinical and quantitative neuroimaging 
markers enrolled patients with PD-MCI, PD-CN, and HC. We enrolled 24 
patients with PD-MCI (72.4 ± 6.1 years old, 13 men and 11 women), 22 
patients with PD-CN (70.8 ± 5.9 years old, 12 men and 10 women), and 
19 age- and sex-matched HC (71.4 ± 5.3 years old, 10 men and 9 
women). All participants fulfilled the following inclusion criteria: age >
50 years, clinical dementia rating < 1, and Hoehn and Yahr stage < 5. 

The exclusion criteria were any history of head trauma, cerebrovascular 
disease, deep and subcortical WM magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
hyperintensities > Fazekas grade (Fazekas et al., 1987) 2, metabolic 
disease, or severe psychiatric illness. The purpose and procedures 
associated with our investigations were fully explained to the partici-
pants, and the studies were performed only after obtaining informed 
consent from each participant. This study was approved by the institu-
tional review board of Nagoya City University Hospital and Nagoya 
University. 

2.2. Clinical and cognitive evaluations 

Participants with PD-MCI and PD-CN had discontinued anti-
parkinsonian medications for at least 12 h before undergoing evaluation 
with the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating 
Scale motor part III (MDS-UPDRS part III). Then, the patients underwent 
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Dalrymple-Alford et al., 
2010) as a global cognitive assessment tool. Moreover, the MoCA sub-
scores related to language were also evaluated. In addition, the clinical 
dementia rating, the digit span backward, and the Stroop Color and 
Word test were performed to screen the executive function. The Stroop 
Color and Word test card consists of 80 items organized in a 10-line by 8- 
column matrix. In the Stroop Color and Word test, the participant is 
required to name the color of the printed word, which is incongruent, 
and the completion time is recorded (Litvan et al., 2011). Notably, the 
MoCA and other tests were completed in the on-medication state. The 
clinical diagnosis of PD-MCI was made according to the MDS Task Force 
level 1 criteria (Litvan et al., 2012) as follow: (1) objective cognitive 
deficits with scores at least 2.0 standard deviations below the mean of 
controls on the MoCA or two or more cognitive domains within a limited 
battery of neuropsychological tests and (2) subjective cognitive decline 
reported by the patient or their family members with a score of 1 or 
higher on item 1 (cognitive impairment) of the MDS-UPDRS part I. 
Participants with PD without dementia who did not meet the MDS Task 
Force level 1 criteria for PD-MCI were classified as PD-CN. 

2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging experiments 

All subjects were scanned using a 3 T magnetic resonance imaging 
scanner (Magnetom Skyra, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). 
Three-dimensional (3D) mGRE was acquired in the axial plane and 
precisely perpendicular to the static magnetic field. Right-left phase 
encoding and anterior-posterior frequency encoding were used. The 
scan parameters for mGRE were as follows: FOV, 192 × 192 × 160 mm3; 
matrix size, 192 × 192 × 160; TR, 36 ms; TE, 6.4–32.0 ms at 6.4-ms 
intervals; number of echoes, 5; parallel imaging factor, 2; and flip 
angle, 15◦. To spatially normalize and perform voxel-based morphom-
etry (VBM), the 3D T1-weighted images were acquired by 
magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with a gradient echo sequence 
(MPRAGE) in the sagittal plane and with the following scan parameters: 
FOV, 256 × 256 × 176 mm3; matrix size, 256 × 256 × 176; TR, 7.3 ms; 
TE, 2.4 ms; inversion time, 900 ms; interval between successive inver-
sion pulses, 1900 ms; parallel imaging factor, 2; and flip angle, 9◦. T2- 
weighted turbo spin echo, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, 
diffusion-weighted, and T2*-weighted images were acquired routinely 
to exclude any brain abnormalities. 

2.4. R2* relaxometry analysis 

To investigate microstructural WM changes, R2* (reciprocal of T2*) 
relaxometry analysis was performed using multiple magnitude and 
phase images that were acquired from the mGRE sequence (Sedlacik 
et al., 2014). Prior to mGRE-based R2* decay estimation, the signal 
correction was performed by the following steps, because the signal of 
mGRE is sensitive to excessive signal loss secondary to a macroscopic 
field inhomogeneity (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2017). The phase images in 
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each TE was unwrapped using quality-guiled phase unwrapping (Fortier 
and Levesque, 2018). The unwrapped phase images were performed by 
linear fitting to determine the total field map. The background field was 
estimated from the total field map using regularization-enabled so-
phisticated harmonic artifact reduction for phase data with varying 
kernel sizes (Kan et al., 2016). For each pixel, the first order approxi-
mations of the background field gradients in x, y, and z directions were 
determined using the corresponding differences between neighboring 
voxels. To correct the signal loss in the magnitude images, we used 3D 
signal correction with a sinc function and the first order approximation 
of the background field gradient (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2017; Dahnke and 
Schaeffter, 2005; Hwang et al., 2010), as expressed by Eq. (1) 

Si = Si,c*sinc
(

γGx
Δx
2

TEi

)
*sinc

(
γGy

Δy
2

TEi

)
*sinc

(
γGz

Δz
2

TEi

)
(1)  

where Si and Si, c are the original and corrected signal intensities at TEi, 
respectively; γ is the gyromagnetic rotation ratio; and Gx, y, z, and Δx, y, z 
are the linear approximations of the background field gradients and the 
voxel sizes in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. 

The R2* value was fitted from the multiple magnitude data to the 
mono-exponential R2* decay using auto-regression on linear operations 
(Pei et al., 2015), which provides fast and accurate R2* estimation using 
maximum-likelihood fit of an autoregressive model (ALRO). As the WM 
signal comprises multiple components and shim variations, it was 
necessary to investigate whether the mono-exponential decay model can 
sufficiently explain the signal decay by estimating the fitting error. The 
fitting error map of the mono-exponential R2* decay model was esti-
mated by Eq. (2) 

Fitting error =

∑N
i=1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(
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√

N
(2)  

where STEi is the signal intensity corrected field inhomogeneity at each 
TE; N is the number of TE; and S0,fit and R*2, fit are the signal intensity at 
TE = 0 and the R2* value calculated by the ARLO algorithm. 

2.5. QSM analysis for the evaluation of iron deposition in WM 

To confirm whether iron deposition can be attributed to R2* value 
changes, we used QSM analysis, which is a quantification method that 
has excellent sensitivity to the presence of iron and enables estimation of 
the susceptibility within a voxel (Deistung et al., 2017). In this study, the 
QSM analysis in WM used for only verifying detectable iron deposition 
in WM because there was a relatively small difference in the suscepti-
bility between HCs and patients with PD (Guan et al., 2019). Notably, 
the aim of the QSM analysis was not to find significant differences be-
tween groups. 

Laplacian-based unwrapping was applied on the phase images of 
mGRE (Bagher-Ebadian et al., 2008). Each unwrapped phase was 
removed by the background field using the sophisticated harmonic 
artifact reduction for phase data with varying kernel sizes (Özbay et al., 
2017). Weighted averaging was performed on the local fields of each TE, 
based on the T2* map estimated from the magnitude images (Wu et al., 
2012). The susceptibility map was reconstructed from the local field 
map using the improved sparse linear equations and least square method 
(Kan et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015). The lateral ventricle mean CSF sus-
ceptibility extracted from the T2* map was used as a zero reference of 
susceptibility value (Kan et al., 2020). 

2.6. Voxel-based analyses of R2* and WM volume among groups 

The T1-weighted structural images acquired from MPRAGE were 
used for the VBM of WM and were segmented into three classes (i.e., GM, 
WM, and CSF) on statistical parametric mapping 12 (SPM12). The WM 
images were transformed into Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) 

space for spatial normalization using a study-specific template gener-
ated by diffeomorphic anatomical registration using the exponentiated 
Lie algebra algorithm (Ashburner, 2007). This image was smoothed 
using an isotropic 8-mm Gaussian kernel and modulated to preserve 
brain volume. We used the masking toolbox on the SPM12 to make the 
WM mask for VBM (Ridgway et al., 2009). The magnitude image of the 
first TE in the mGRE was coregistered between the above T1-weighted 
structural images that were used for VBM. The R2* map was trans-
formed into MNI space using the same transformation parameter for 
spatial normalization. The normalized quantitative images were 
smoothed using an isotropic 8-mm Gaussian kernel. 

In voxel-based R2* analysis, the groups were compared in terms of 
the covariates of age, sex, education, and orientations of the head 
against the main magnetic field (i.e., pitch and yaw). The reason for 
including the directions of the head as covariates was based on the in-
fluence of the myelin fiber orientation against the main magnetic field 
on the R2* (Kor et al., 2019; Sedlacik et al., 2014). The whole WM 
volume comparison was performed in terms of covariates of age, sex, 
and education. In voxel-based WM volume, the individual differences in 
WM volume were statistically controlled using the total WM volume of 
each participant to determine the regional volume decrease. The WM 
atlas made by Johns Hopkins University (JHU-WM atlas) (Mori et al., 
2008) was used to identify the anatomical regions, which reached sig-
nificance in the voxel-based analyses. 

2.7. Relationship between R2* and susceptibility 

To provide additional insight into the nature of WM changes, ROI 
analyses were performed to find the relationship between both indices. 
To determine the relationship between R2* relaxometry and QSM, we 
measured the mean values in the spatially normalized R2* and suscep-
tibility maps without smoothing the steps in the splenium of the corpus 
callosum, which was the representative region mapped in the JHU-WM 
atlas. The abnormality of diffusion-based metrics was reported in the 
splenium of the corpus callosum in PD (Georgiopoulos et al., 2017). 
Moreover, the iron deposition was evaluated using the mean suscepti-
bility value in the spatially normalized susceptibility map without 
smoothing using the volume of interests mapped by the JHU-WM atlas. 

2.8. Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for 
Windows, version 26.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA), except for 
the whole-brain voxel-based and correlation analyses described below, 
which were performed using SPM12. 

The clinical characteristics were presented as mean values and were 
compared among the three groups using one-way analysis of variance 
with posthoc test and Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. 
Sex was compared using Chi-square test. Bonferroni-corrected P < 0.05 
was considered statistically significant. To determine group differences 
in R2* and WM volume, voxel-wise comparisons of the covariance tests 
were performed. The statistical significance level was set as the family- 
wise error (FWE)-corrected P < 0.05 at the cluster-wise level. 

The relationship between susceptibility and R2* was determined via 
bivariate correlation analysis using Pearson product-moment correla-
tion coefficient with the splenium of the corpus callosum as the repre-
sentative region. 

To assess the relationship between cognition and R2*, we performed 
voxel-wise correlation of covariance test. A statistical significance level 
of P < 0.05 was applied, with FWE correction at the cluster-wise level. In 
addition, to obtain an overview of these correlations, partial correlation 
analyses were performed to scrutinize the regional correlation of MoCA 
with R2* in the representative regions based on correlation analysis. 
Note that the effects of age, sex, education, and orientations of the head 
against the main magnetic field (for only R2*) were removed from the 
MoCA and R2* values measured using the volume of interests mapped 
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by the JHU-WM atlas. 

3. Results 

3.1. Comparisons of the neuroimaging features and demographic 
characteristics 

The clinical characteristics of the study population are shown in 
Table 1. The participants were matched by age (P = 0.66), sex (P =
0.91), and education duration (P = 0.29). The PD-MCI and PD-CN 
groups had no significant differences in disease duration (P = 0.90), 
Hoehn and Yahr stage (P = 0.26), MDS-UPDRS part III off-state (P =
0.71), levodopa-equivalent dose (P = 0.67), digit span backward tests (P 
= 0.08), and total intracranial volume (P = 0.039) but had significant 
differences in MoCA (P < 0.001), Stroop interference test (P < 0.01), 
whole WM (P < 0.05), and total brain volumes (P < 0.01). Additionally, 
the MoCA subscores related to language functions, such as repeat sen-
tences and categorical naming tests, were lower in the PD-MCI group 
than those in the PD-CN group (P < 0.001). The head orientations 
against the static magnetic field did not differ among the groups (P =
0.07 and 0.36 in pitch and yaw, respectively). 

3.2. Group differences in R2* and WM volume among groups 

The representative images of R2*, fitting error in the R2* decay 
model, susceptibility, and color susceptibility maps in the PD-MCI, PD- 
CN, and HC groups are depicted in Fig. 1. The fitting error maps 
represent a white-noise-like pattern, except around the blood vessels. 
The mean error was around 1 % throughout the brain. In the voxel-based 

R2* comparisons among the groups, the R2* value in the PD-MCI group 
was significantly lower in several WM regions, including the corpus 
callosum, than the R2* values in the PD-CN and HC groups (both FWE- 
corrected P < 0.05; Fig. 2a, b). VBM showed no differences in WM at-
rophy between the patients with PD and HCs. The significant regions in 
the voxel-based group comparison are summarized in Table 2. 

3.3. Relationship between R2* and susceptibility 

There was a negative correlation between the mean susceptibility 
and R2* in the splenium of the corpus callosum (R = − 0.343, P < 0.01; 
Fig. 3a). Compared with the HC and PD-CN groups, the PD-MCI group 
had significantly higher mean susceptibility, which was close to zero (P 
< 0.05; Fig. 3b), and significantly decreased R2* (P < 0.01; Fig. 3c). 
Moreover, the PD-CN group had higher R2* than the PD-MCI group (P <
0.05; Fig. 3c). The WM susceptibility value is negative or close to zero in 
Fig. 1d, h, and l. The mean susceptibility values for all JHU-WM atlas 
labels are summarized in Supplementary file 1. 

3.4. Correlation of R2* with cognitive performance in patients with PD 

The results of voxel-based correlation analyses of MoCA with R2* are 
shown in Fig. 4a. MoCA showed a significant positive correlation with 
R2* (FWE-corrected P < 0.05) in several WM regions, mainly in the 
corpus callosum and left WM regions. The significant areas of voxel- 
based correlation analyses are summarized in Table 3. Fig. 4b, c show 
the representative regions that provide an overview of the significant 
correlations of cognition in the genu of the corpus callosum and left 
fornix with regional R2* values. Among the patients with PD, partial 
correlation analyses with adjustment for the covariates revealed a pos-
itive correlation between R2* and MoCA (R = 0.335, P < 0.05 in the 
genu of the corpus callosum and R = 0.670, P < 0.001 in the left fornix). 

4. Discussion 

In this study on patients with PD, results of whole-brain voxel-wise 
R2* relaxometry were compared among the PD-MCI, PD-CN, and HC 
groups to assess the WM alterations associated with cognitive decline. 
We found that WM alterations were correlated with cognitive perfor-
mance in patients with PD. For the first time, we revealed details of WM 
alteration without detectable regional WM atrophy in PD-MCI using R2* 
relaxometry and QSM analyses that assessed the microstructural 
changes in the WM. R2* relaxometry and QSM analyses offered further 
insight into the pathologic WM changes in PD-MCI. 

Ideally, several WM tissue components contribute to the signal. As 
ARLO assumes a single component, it is necessary to investigate whether 
the mono-exponential R2* decay model in this study is appropriate, 
given the multiple compartments and shim variations in the corre-
sponding compartments. The fitting error results for all groups showed 
the white-noise-like pattern, suggesting that R2* estimated by ARLO is a 
descriptive parameter that sufficiently explains the data in WM. 

Based on the principle of R2* relaxometry analysis, the influence of 
both iron deposition and microstructural changes in the WM, including 
demyelination, is inevitable (Paling et al., 2012). If iron deposition oc-
curs secondary to the disease stage conversion from PD-CN to PD-MCI, 
an increase in the R2* value is predicted. In the present study, howev-
er, the correlation analysis between susceptibility and R2* validated 
that the detectable level of iron deposition was not superimposed on the 
WM alteration. The significant negative correlation between suscepti-
bility and R2* and the negative mean susceptibility values in all groups 
suggested that R2* depended only on the myelin content and sur-
rounding microstructural changes. This result also indicates that the 
susceptibility contrast in WM was mainly dependent on the myelin 
content and microstructural compartmentalization, not iron deposition. 
If the contrasts in susceptibility and R2* were driven by iron, we would 
expect a positive correlation between R2* and susceptibility. Even in 

Table 1 
Comparisons of the neuroimaging features and demographic characteristics 
among the participants.   

PD-MCI PD-CN HC P value 

n [male/female] 24 [13/11] 22 [12/10] 19 [10/9] ns 
Age (years) 72.4 (6.1) 70.8 (5.9) 71.4 (5.3) ns 
Education (years) 11.7 (2.4) 12.3 (2.1) 12.7 (2.2) ns 
Disease duration 

(years) 
7.2 (4.4) 7.3 (3.4) NA ns 

Hoehn and Yahr 
stage 

2.5 (0.5) 2.3 (0.6) NA ns 

UPDRS-III off-state 28.6 (13.7) 27.0 (15.3) NA ns 
LEDD (mg) 378.0 

(136.4) 
359.6 
(155.9) 

NA ns 

MoCA-total 21.6 (1.9) 27.8 (2.4) 28.7 (1.0) <0.001 a, 
b 

MoCA-language 1.5 (0.9) 2.4 (0.7) 2.5 (0.6) <0.001 a, 
b 

Digit span backward 3.7 (1.8) 4.5 (2.0) 4.9 (1.9) ns 
Stroop interference 88.2 (41.3) 70.5 (31.5) 56.2 (21.1) 0.009b 
Pitch (◦) 14.2 (9.4) 12.9 (8.3) 8.5 (5.7) ns 
Yaw (◦) 2.3 (1.1) 2.8 (1.9) 2.2 (1.2) ns 
WMV (mL) 386.70 

(84.6) 
438.5 (59.3) 415.1 (48.1) 0.039 a 

TBV (mL) 911.4 
(109.1) 

1015.2 
(120.8) 

1000.0 
(84.2) 

0.003 a, b 

TIV (mL) 1410.5 
(146.3) 

1468.0 
(152.3) 

1429.9 
(126.6) 

ns 

Data presented as mean (standard deviation). 
aPD-MCI < PD-CN (Bonferroni-corrected P < 0.05). 
bPD-MCI < HC (Bonferroni-corrected P < 0.05). 
cPD-CN < HC (Bonferroni-corrected P < 0.05). 
HC, healthy control; PD-MCI, Parkinson’s disease with mild cognitive impair-
ment; PD-CN, Parkinson’s disease with normal cognition; UPDRS-III off-state, 
the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale part III 
off-state score; LEDD, levodopa-equivalent daily dose; MoCA-total, Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment; MoCA-language, Montreal Cognitive Assessment sub-
score related to language function; WMV, total white matter volume; TBV, total 
brain volume; TIV, total intracranial volume; ns, not significant; NA, not 
applicable. 
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parts other than the splenium of the corpus callosum, similar assump-
tions can be made because the mean susceptibility values almost 
represent negative values or are close to zero. In a few regions showing 
positive susceptibility values, the volume of interests mapped by the 
JHU-WM atlas appeared to contain the susceptibility values in WM and 
slightly iron-rich gray matter owing to the errors occurred by not using 
spatial smoothing and associated with spatial normalization. 

In the voxel-based analysis, the significant R2* decrease in PD-MCI 
indicated slight demyelination followed by axonal and oligodendro-
cyte losses and extracellular space enlargement. A relatively low intra-
cellular volume fraction including axons and oligodendrocytes was 
reported to significantly suggest sparse axonal density in PD with neu-
rocognitive and psychiatric disorders (Andica et al., 2020). Moreover, 
the extracellular space enlargement can be explained by the increased 

MD in PD (Bouhrara et al., 2018; Duncan et al., 2016). Our finding was 
in good agreement with the findings of previous diffusion-based studies 
on PD (Agosta et al., 2014; Deng et al., 2013). In a study that compared 
PD-MCI and PD-CN, there were significant decreases in FA in the ante-
rior and superior corona radiata and in the genu and body of the corpus 
callosum (Agosta et al., 2014). Although the areas with higher MD and/ 
or lower FA varied among studies, these broadly corresponded with our 
R2* relaxometry analysis. Moreover, the susceptibility WM changes 
estimated by the QSM analysis were colocalized with the diffusion ab-
normalities (Guan et al., 2019). This diffusion change might be reflective 
of the increasing water in the enlarged extracellular space following 
demyelination and cell death. Eventually, the water susceptibility value 
becomes close to zero. 

Although a DTI study can capture WM alterations by water 

Fig. 1. Representative R2* and susceptibility maps. Representative images of the R2* (a, e, i), fitting error of R2* (b, f, j), susceptibility visualized using a gray scale 
(c, g, k), and susceptibility visualized using a color scale (d, h, l) map in the PD-MCI, PD-CN, and HC groups, respectively. The fitting error of R2* map indicates a 
white-noise-like pattern except around the blood vessels. The WM represents a negative or close-to-zero susceptibility value in the color map and was negative or 
close to zero in all groups. PD-MCI, Parkinson’s disease with mild cognitive impairment; PD-CN, Parkinson’s disease with normal cognition; HC, healthy control. 

Fig. 2. Results of whole-brain comparison of R2* among the PD-MCI, PD-CN, and HC groups. PD-MCI group has lower R2* in comparison with (a) PD-MCI and (b) 
HC. The specific anatomical regions are shown in Table 2. PD-MCI, Parkinson’s disease with mild cognitive impairment; PD-CN, Parkinson’s disease with normal 
cognition; HC, healthy control. 
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molecular diffusion, the quantitative DTI metrics tend to render indis-
pensable effects from several factors (Beaulieu, 2009). On the other 
hand, R2* relaxometry analysis combined with QSM aims to distinguish 
microstructural changes and iron deposition, thereby providing a sen-
sitive and biologically specific measure of the WM. Therefore, the R2* 
value is a potential candidate imaging marker for PD and can be added 
to DTI analysis to investigate the details of WM alteration in neurode-
generative diseases. By comparing PD-MCI and PD-CN, we have proved 
that the WM alterations associated with cognitive decline depended on 
demyelination in patients with PD. Nevertheless, the pathological 
meaning of the WM alteration revealed by the R2* value remains 
elusive. The WM alteration, as indicated by the decrease in R2*, might 
be due to demyelination followed by Wallerian degeneration (Benjamini 
et al., 2020; Tagliaferro and Burke, 2016). This degeneration is caused 
by injury or neural cell death due to neurotoxin exposure caused by 
α-synuclein, which contributes to PD pathology (Burke and O’Malley, 
2013). Widespread α-synuclein aggregation promoted by iron accumu-
lation was observed in a previous QSM study targeting to gray matter 
(Uchida et al., 2019). The finding that R2* decreased in PD-MCI across 
many WM regions is consistent with the previous study. 

In this study, the association of R2* changes with cognitive perfor-
mance in some WM regions might be appropriate for the early evalua-
tion of cognitive decline in PD. The genu of the corpus callosum, in 
which MoCA was found to have significant correlation with R2*, is 
associated with the memory, attention, language, visuospatial, and 

executive functions of the cognitive domain in diffusion MRI (Bledsoe 
et al., 2018). The corpus callosum is the largest commissural WM bundle 
of the brain that connects both hemispheres and plays essential roles in 
the interhemispheric transfer of information and cognitive and sensory 
integrations. The correlation of MoCA with R2* in some corpus callosum 
regions was reflective of cognitive dysfunction in PD-MCI. Moreover, the 
fornix result has also been suggested to underlie cognitive deficits in PD. 
Degeneration of fornix formed fornix-hippocampal circuit leads to the 
episodic memory consolidation (Fletcher et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 
2012). The marked laterality of the correlation between R2* and MoCA 
has been found. This left-hemispheric symmetry may partly be well 
reflective of the functional dominance for language processing, sup-
ported by the language-related MoCA subscore results. This result 
extended prior findings and was reasonable to explain the strong re-
lationships among demyelination, axonal and oligodendrocyte losses, 
and extracellular water increase owing to extracellular space enlarge-
ment and cognitive performance. As the R2* value was correlated with 
the decline of cognitive function, the R2* value may potentially be an 
emerging biomarker for assessing the progression of cognitive impair-
ment in patients with PD, even at an earlier stage. 

R2* relaxometry analysis can reveal widespread WM abnormalities, 
such as slight demyelination and intra- and extracellular space changes, 
without complicated models, unlike diffusion-based analysis. The 
extracted details of WM alterations highlighted to coincide with the 
findings in diffusion-based analysis with few inconsistencies. Therefore, 

Table 2 
Whole-brain comparisons of R2* among patients with PD-MCI and PD-CN, and HCs.     

Peak MNI coordinates   

Modality Group comparison Cluster size (number of voxels) X Y Z Peak T-value Anatomical region 

PD-MCI vs. PD-CN        
R* PD-MCI < PD-CN 3882 − 33 − 9 − 16 7.25 sCC 

cerebral peduncle, L 
retrolenticular part of internal capsule, L 
PTR, L 
sagittal stratum, L 
external capsule, L 
fornix, L 
SLF, L 
uncinate fasciculus, L   

993 39 − 14 − 12 4.73 bCC 
sCC 
SCR, R 
PCR, Rcingulum (cingulate gyrus) 
, R   

973 21 − 24 34 4.21 bCC 
sCC 
SCR, R 
PCR, Rcingulum (cingulate gyrus) 
, R  

PD-MCI vs. HC 
R2* PD-MCI < HC 17,378 21 − 22 32 7.18 gCC 

bCC 
sCC 
anterior and posteriorlimb of internal capsule, R 
retrolenticular part of internal capsule, R, L 
ACR, R, L 
SCR, R, L 
PCR, R, L 
PTR, R, L 
sagittal stratum, R 
external capsule, Rcingulum (cingulate gyrus) 
, R, L 
cingulum (hippocampus) 
fornix, R 
SLF, R 
superior fronto-occipital fasciculus, R, L 
tapetum, R, L 

HC, healthy control; PD-MCI, Parkinson’s disease with mild cognitive impairment; PD-CN, Parkinson’s disease with normal cognition; gCC, genu of the corpus cal-
losum; bCC, body of the corpus callosum; sCC, splenium of the corpus callosum; PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; ACR, anterior corona radiata; SCR, superior corona 
radiata; PCR, posterior corona radiata; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; R, right; L, left. 
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R2* relaxometry analysis reached higher spatial resolution might pro-
vide auxiliary imaging biomarkers in neurodegenerative diseases, such 
as PD, besides diffusion-based metrics. Moreover, the dual analyses of 
R2* relaxometry in WM and QSM in gray matter on a single dataset 
acquired from mGRE might allow boosting of the more accurate early 
evaluation of cognitive decline in patients with PD, because the sus-
ceptibility changes in the cortical cortex and basal ganglia in PD-MCI 
were reported using QSM analysis (Guan et al., 2017; Uchida et al., 
2020). 

There are several limitations to this study. In the signal correction of 
mGRE, voxels shaped completely rectangular were assumed. The voxel 
is actually a sinc-like shape due to the intervoxel signal leakage and 
signal contamination to the surrounding voxels (i.e., Gibbs ringing 
artifact) (Bashir and Yablonskiy, 2006). To settle this problem, sophis-
ticated solutions were proposed with the signal correction using voxel- 
spread functions (VSF) (Yablonskiy et al., 2013). As the signal correc-
tion method is different from the ideal methods, their approximation 
effects might be included in the results of the R2* relaxometry analysis. 
However, the signal correction factors at TE in several voxels in the WM 
regions, including the corpus callosum were found to be approximately 
0.99 – 1.0 using our method and the VSF method (data not shown). This 
implies that the difference in correction methods made almost no 
contribution to the results of this study since the WM is located away 
from the air-tissue boundary with a strong macroscopic field in-
homogeneity. The current cross-sectional analysis relates to the 

limitations of the smaller patient number in the subgroups in this study. 
Moreover, a diagnosis of PD-MCI was made according to the proposed 
MDS Task Force Level 1 criteria, but we should have performed the Level 
2 criteria ideally. It provides a preliminary assessment of the relation-
ships between R2* and cognitive impairment. Additional longitudinal 
studies are warranted to confirm the novel insights obtained from our 
research. Use of head orientations against a main static field as cova-
riates remains controversial, because the head orientations do not have 
an exactly linear influence on R2* (Kor et al., 2019; Sedlacik et al., 
2014). However, there were no significant differences among the 
groups. Hence, the effects of head orientation on R2* value were mini-
mal in this study. Despite these limitations, R2* relaxometry analysis 
can successfully depict differences in PD-MCI and PD-CN and represent 
the correlation between R2* values and cognitive function. 

5. Conclusion 

R2* relaxometry analysis of WM microstructural changes can pro-
vide further biological insights on demyelination and changes in the 
surrounding environment, as supported by the QSM results demon-
strating that the change in R2* was not due to a reduction in iron. These 
findings highlight the potential of R2* relaxometry analysis for early 
evaluation of cognitive decline in patients with PD. 

Fig. 3. Relationship between R2* and susceptibility in the sCC. R2* shows a significantly negative correlation with (a) susceptibility (R = − 0.343, P < 0.01). 
Compared with the HC group, the PD-MCI group has significantly increased mean susceptibility (b, P < 0.05) and significantly decreased R2* (c, P < 0.01). *; P <
0.05, **; P < 0.01 sCC, splenium of the corpus callosum; PD-MCI, Parkinson’s disease with mild cognitive impairment; PD-CN, Parkinson’s disease with normal 
cognition; HC, healthy control. 
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Fig. 4. Upper panel: (a) Result of whole-brain analysis of the correlation of MoCA with R2* in patients with PD. The specific anatomical regions are shown in Table 3. 
Lower panel: Relationships between MoCA and R2*. MoCA shows a positive correlation with R2*. The relationship between R2* and MoCA in the (b) genu of the 
corpus callosum and (c) left fornix are shown. MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; PD, Parkinson’s disease. 

Table 3 
Whole-brain correlation analyses of MoCA with R2* in patients with PD.     

Peak MNI coordinates   

Modality Contrast Cluster size (number of voxels) X Y Z Peak T-value Anatomical region 

R2* Positive correlation 4525 − 36 − 12 − 14  8.44 sCC 
cerebral peduncle, L 
posterior limb of internal capsule, L 
retrolenticular part of internal capsule, L 
PCR, L 
PTR, L 
sagittal stratum, L 
external capsule, Lcingulum (hippocampus) 
, L 
fornix, L 
SLF, L 
uncinate fasciculus, L 
tapetum, L 

PD, Parkinson’s disease; gCC, genu of the corpus callosum; sCC, splenium of the corpus callosum; PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; ACR, anterior corona radiata; SCR, 
superior corona radiata; PCR, posterior corona radiata; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; R, right; L, left. 
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